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Philip Clissett and the Arts and Crafts Movement
Introduction
The Meeting Hall of the Art Workers Guild in London is furnished with some eighty or
so ladderback chairs made between 1888 and 1914 by Philip Clissett of Bosbury,
Herefordshire, and his grandsons (Figure 1). They are not only a remarkable sight, but
are regarded as “highly influential” having been “seen by almost everybody involved in
1
art and design from the 1880s [onwards]”.

Figure 1. Just some of the eighty chairs by Philip Clissett that
furnish the meeting hall at the Art Workers Guild, London.
[Photograph, Marilyn Farr]

The Guild began to acquire the
chairs in 1888 and a contemporary
account tells us that, by 1903, they
seem to have become quite
fashionable, having “passed into
many houses”.2 A more recent view
is that Clissett’s chairs “became a
popular equivalent of the “Sussex”
chair, marketed by Morris & Co. as
basic in design and universally
3
affordable”. It became “the chair of
choice for the Garden City home”
and “a potent symbol of the simple
life”.

The origin of these chairs has been
known for some time; they are the
result of some simple modifications by the Scottish architect James MacLaren of a
4
design made by (or known to) Clissett. The resulting chairs were soon afterwards
adopted by the Art Workers Guild for use in their meetings.

These ladderbacks were so influential that copies, or very similar designs, were made
by many manufacturers around the turn of the century. Some copies are so similar to
Clissett’s chairs that they are frequently confused – for example, those made by Edward
Gardiner. To add to the confusion, and probably because Edward Gardiner was Ernest
Gimson’s turned chair maker from about 1904 until 1914, the design is frequently
attributed to Gimson (e.g. see Good Citizen’s Furniture1), though no clear evidence
seems to have been available. Fiona MacCarthy, in her recent treatment of William
Morris’s legacy Anarchy and Beauty, takes a different tack, claiming the design was
“rediscovered … revived and popularised” by Ernest Gimson,3 Other confusions have
arisen, as will become apparent, and it’s not unusual to see a chair made by Clissett
described as designed by, or even made by, Ernest Gimson.
Aside from Gimson, it has been possible to find other designers claimed for this iconic
chair. For a long time, the website of the Victoria & Albert Museum claimed that their
Clissett-made chair was designed by the architects Dunbar Smith and Cecil Brewer.
Back in the 1970s, it was thought that, where Clissett’s chairs were found in Scotland,
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they were designed by Charles Rennie Mackintosh. Though quickly withdrawn, this
idea has become a persistent myth.
All this confusion is exacerbated by a dearth of good quality information. Aside from
4
the few facts published in 1980, nothing further has been added to the story aside from
unsupported assertion and conjecture. So it’s time to establish, as far as possible, what
sort of influence Clissett and his chairs actually had. Who owned them? Where could
they be seen other than at the Art Workers Guild? To what extent were they copied
during Clissett’s lifetime?
There is some evidence that the Arts & Crafts Movement forgot James MacLaren’s role
in all this, but we should celebrate it. His designer’s eye and opportunism grasped the
potential in Clissett’s work, and gave us an Arts & Crafts icon.
It is often designers and architects who have left evidence of interest in Clissett and his
chairs, but it is the personal use of the chair in the home that is the strongest statement
of its appeal. The individuals cited here are those few cases where reasonable evidence
has been obtainable, but the large number of chairs that still exist speaks to their
general popularity.
A note on methods
Much of the information about the early use of Clissett’s chairs has come from
contemporary photographs, and it is usually possible to distinguish Clissett’s chairs
either by their features, or by the date of the photograph. Edward Gardiner could not
5,6
have made them earlier than 1904, and possibly didn’t make them at all until he
resumed chairmaking after the First World War. Consequently, any chair photographed
before 1904, and possibly as late as 1914, is most likely to have come from the Clissett
workshop (it closed, like Gardiner’s because of the Great War) – this can usually be
confirmed by checking the features of chairs in photographs. In most cases, there is no
doubt that the chairs in these photographs are Clissett's. Where any doubt exists, the
influence of the design is still demonstrated. In a few cases, later photographs have
been used.
7

I have noted where individuals were sometime members of the Art Workers Guild, as
this is a probable source of their knowledge of Clissett and his chairs, at least where
they were members before 1914 when the Clissett workshop closed. Where artists and
designers are known to have visited Clissett in his workshop, I have also made
something of this as an indicator of how well-known he was.
Some of the images reproduced here are believed to be in the public domain. Others are
only used where permission has been obtained. If any images have been reproduced
that shouldn’t have been, or an acknowledgement is missing, please let me know, and
this will be rectified.
James MacLaren
James Marjoriebanks MacLaren (1853-1890) was a Scottish architect, and a probable
8
influence on Charles Rennie Mackintosh. In 1886, MacLaren was working on a new
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wing at Ledbury Court, Herefordshire for the architectural practice of Richard Coad.
His chance meeting with Philip Clissett, while out for a walk, was recorded some years
later by his brother-in-law, D.S. MacColl (see below), who was also present when they
10
met.
It should be stressed that MacColl didn’t name Clissett, and Greensted, who first
brought the meeting to attention, doesn’t say how she reached the conclusion that it
was Clissett. But MacColl tells us that the chairs that arose from the collaboration
between MacLaren and Clissett were taken up by the Art Workers Guild, and it is
known that these were made by Clissett (see below). We now also know that Clissett
was the only working chairmaker remaining in the Ledbury area by 1886, and his house
was on a straight line route along what is now the B4214 from Ledbury Court.
Furthermore, we have records from the 1940s and ‘50s of Clissett family members
recalling MacLaren’s name.11,12
According to MacColl, MacLaren simply made “one or two drawings [for Clissett],
improving a little upon the designs, but perfectly simple and in the old spirit, and got
him to make a few chairs after these designs”. This meeting between the architect and
the old chairmaker has been described as “undoubtedly a seminal point in the
13
subsequent development of the Arts and Crafts Movement…”
It has been suggested that MacLaren may have introduced the ladderback to Clissett as
13
a “new” design, though this doesn’t appear to be consistent with MacColl’s comments.
A handwritten comment amongst the Gimson material in the Max Burrough Collection
at Cheltenham Museum supports MacColl, though it’s not clear where Gimson made
such a comment:
…Gimson thought it was only small refinements, especially in the turning that Maclaren (sic)
was responsible for. The main design was Clissett’s or more probably a local traditional pattern
that he inherited.

We now know that the Clissett family had previously produced ladderback chairs
Figure 2) with slats similar to the chair that Philip eventually made for MacLaren –
Philip almost certainly had templates in his workshop that MacLaren would have seen
(e.g. for the chair shown in Figure 3). Judging by the older chairs that are now known
(see also the chair in Figure 4 which is not by Clissett but conceivably by another
member of the extensive Clissett family of chairmakers), it seems likely that MacLaren
simply selected certain existing Clissett variables such as rush seat, a particular
stretcher pattern and underarm turning, then specified changes to the proportions of
the slats, and added tiered, pointed finials to the tops of the back legs. Christopher
Gilbert has referred to the MacLaren-influenced chair as “improved” to distinguish it
14
from a truly vernacular design – this seems a good description.
MacLaren joined the Art Workers Guild in the December of the same year that he met
with Clissett, and Clissett’s improved chairs were first bought by the Guild a short time
later. MacLaren died shortly after, in 1890, and his design role seems to have been
forgotten other than by his friend MacColl who made, in any case, only the most
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passing reference to it in print. Subsequent references to Clissett’s chair, e.g. by Lethaby
in the 1920s (see below), seem to treat it as a traditional design. In general, the
connection between MacLaren and Clissett seems to have been lost from history. For
15
example, Joel’s extensive 1953 treatment of Ernest Gimson mentions Clissett, but not
16
MacLaren. Lambourne, writing for a 1969 Gimson exhibition, refers only to “someone”
producing some chairs by Clissett at a meeting of the Art Workers Guild in 1888 (a
17
similar statement was made in Lambourne’s 1980 book, Utopian Craftsmen ),
prompting Gimson to visit Clissett (no evidence was offered in support of this, and it
seems likely that Gimson’s visit was a little later, see below).

Figure 2. Armchair by John
Warrender, Philip Clissett's uncle,
made before 1845.

Figure 3. Armchair by Philip Clissett.
[Photograph: Paul Shutler]

Figure 4. Armchair by unknown maker,
though clearly related to the Clissett family
style. [Photograph: Robert Williams]

The 1969 catalogue also described displayed “Clissett” ladderbacks as either “Design
modified by Ernest Gimson from the traditional design of Philip Clissett” or “Designed
by Ernest Gimson” depending on model. A chair by Clissett himself was also displayed
but, instead of choosing a ladderback to illustrate how Gimson was inspired, the
museum displayed one of Clissett’s spindlebacks, which wasn’t really part of the story.
Recent examination has shown that many of Leicester Museum’s collection of
“Clissetts” were actually made by Clissett’s workshop, so those on display in 1969 may
not have been the Gimson-Gardiner version – the two are frequently confused.
MacColl’s description of the meeting between MacLaren and a chairmaker seems to
have come to light in the late 1970s, though the connection to Clissett wasn’t initially
18
made . It was then taken up by Mary Greensted in 1980 in her work on Gimson and the
Barnsleys, and the connection to Clissett was finally re-made, and MacLaren’s role reestablished.
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There are, unfortunately, no photographs of MacLaren with one of Clissett’s chairs, and
nothing amongst his papers (as far as I can discover) that records his interaction with
Clissett or anything else relevant to this story. It’s intriguing, therefore, that two
Clissett side chairs were recently identified in Fortingall church, in the Perthshire
village with many of MacLaren’s best known buildings. These chairs are not
ladderbacks, but have an unusual spindle pattern not recorded elsewhere. It’s not
known how they came to be in Fortingall – the link with MacLaren is one possible
explanation.
Dugald Sutherland MacColl
Dugald Sutherland MacColl (1859-1948) was James MacLaren’s brother-in-law and,
later, became an important figure on the British arts scene.19 At the time they met
Clissett, he was employed as a peripatetic lecturer for Oxford University. He was also
spending time whenever possible with James MacLaren, to whom he was very close,
and from whom he was learning line drawing.
MacColl was art critic for the Spectator from 1890, and the Saturday Review from 1898.
He was apparently the first critic to promote the French Impressionists, and
successfully campaigned to acquire the first Rodin sculpture for the British national
collections. He was a friend of Aubrey Beardsley, and was instrumental in the birth of
the Yellow Book. In 1906, he became Keeper of the National Gallery of British Art (the
Tate) and, in 1911, Curator of the Wallace Collection.
When he finally wrote about the meeting between MacLaren and Clissett, it was some
seventeen years after the event. The occasion was the seventh exhibition of the Arts
and Crafts Exhibition Society in 1903. His article is an attack on the quality of some of
the furniture displayed, on various practices such as naming quite pedestrian makers,
and designer-makers who could only make their wares at very high prices. It’s worth
following his argument through as it portrays MacLaren’s redesign of Clissett’s chair as
one of the few “simple and satisfactory” products that avoided the usual “terrible deal
(amount) of “art” that the new designers employed”, and that the designer (MacLaren)
had freely made a present of to the world.
Let me return for a moment to what I have called the kitchen chair … when this new movement
[the Arts & Crafts Movement] began, things had to start de novo … The new movement … was to
spread the kitchen over the rest of the house; for the kitchen, just on the point of becoming
obsolete through the disappearance of cooks, had been overlooked by Victorian design, and
there lingered in it clean walls and floors, plain wooden dressers, unteased copper and brass, and
a few bits of good old furniture in disgrace. It was very difficult, however, to get things like this
in the shops, and the new designers had to pay themselves for putting them on the market by
adding a terrible deal of “art” to them. Hence those horrible town and village industries of
repoussé (and repoussant) copper and brass; hence those other industries of wood carving which
imitated the considerable abundance of bad design to be found on old oak chests and furniture.
Hence the necessity, even for a Morris, of covering an honest paper or stuff with spacedevouring patterns.
If anything simple and satisfactory escaped and got into use it was because someone made a
present of it to the world. Here is the history of one of those escapes which I happen to know.
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Shortly before the first Arts and Crafts Exhibition, I think, the late James MacLaren, an architect
whom many of my readers will remember, had some work to do at Ledbury, and in a walk we
took one day we found, in a little Worcestershire village (Bosbury is actually in Herefordshire,
but close to the border), a real survival of village industry, an old man who made rush-tottomed
chairs, with no other apparatus than his cottage oven for bending the wood. MacLaren made
him one or two drawings, improving a little upon his designs, but perfectly simple and in the old
spirit, and got him to make a few chairs after these designs, which he was quite content to do at
eight shillings apiece.
When the Art Workers Guild was formed, these chairs, known to some of its members, were
adopted, and passed from that into many houses. Whether they are still made I do not know, but
they were made without disturbing the market price, and without the designer asking anything
for such work as he put into them. It will not pay the middle-class artist to make things so
simple with his own hands, for we cannot pay him at his middle-class designer’s rate for this
elementary craft. He must either make himself so superlative a craftsman that he can
concentrate on single, elaborate and costly pieces, or he must organise a staff of workmen who
will turn out his simpler designs in sufficient number to give him a percentage on the quantity.

Figure 5. D.S. MacColl, about 1925. [Photograph: courtesy of Miss A.M. MacColl and M. Borland]

MacColl was writing in the Architectural Review where he was a member of the
Editorial Committee. It has been suggested that one of the reasons he took up this
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responsibility (he apparently did not like serving on committees) was that he was
19
concerned that James MacLaren’s architectural legacy was being ignored. Clearly, any
opportunity was taken to promote his deceased brother-in-law.
A photograph of MacColl, taken in about 1925 shortly after his retirement, shows him
seated in a chair with a very recognisable tapered arm support with ball turning at the
top (Figure 5) – a low-back Clissett-type chair as designed by James MacLaren. The
photograph isn’t good enough, unfortunately, to distinguish whether this is an origina
by Clissett himself, or the later Gimson-Gardiner version. While it would be perfectly
possible that this chair is one of the first made for MacLaren, there would have been
plenty of opportunity for MacColl to obtain one later on. It might even have come his
way via the architects who designed his house at 51 Hampstead Way (1911), Barry
Parker and Raymond Unwin. They frequently used Clissett’s chairs in their interior
designs (see below).
The Art Workers Guild
The Art Workers Guild was founded in 1884 by a group of six architects including W.R.
Lethaby (see below). The group had no permanent home, using rented rooms at the
20
Century Club in Pall Mall to hold the early meetings. In November 1887, the
committee decided “to empower Mr Pinker to buy two dozen chairs for the use of the
21
Guild at the Room in Pall Mall Place”. Pinker was the sculptor Henry Richard Pinker,
and he presumably knew MacLaren who had joined the Guild in the previous year.
Indeed, in the following year, Pinker commissioned MacLaren to design a house and
9
studio for him at 22 Avonmore Road, West Kensington. We can at least surmise, that
the chairs purchased were the first tranche of chairs from Clissett. Some uncertainty
remains because the “official” line, as recorded almost 50 years later, is that the first
chairs were bought from Clissett after the move from the Century Club in the following
20
year.
In 1888, the Guild took lease on the Hall of Barnard’s Inn, Holborn, and held their first
meeting there in early October. In the following month, the Committee sanctioned an
22
order for “12 more chairs”. These, at least, must be the “chairs from Bosbury by
20
Ledbury, in Herefordshire, costing at that time 10s. 6d. each”. It seems most likely,
however, that all the chairs purchased so far came from the same source.
The earliest photographs of Clissett’s chairs at Barnard’s Inn are those taken in 1891 of
one of the Kenton & Co exhibitions (see below). These have been suggested as exhibits,
but may well be Art Workers Guild chairs. Images made in the following year by H.
Bedford Lemere, show a more or less empty hall, with a few Clissett ladderbacks, both
high- and low-backed, with the Art Workers Guild Master’s chair and table.23 A
drawing published in the following year shows an almost identical scene (Figure 6).24
Altogether, the Guild bought at least 80 chairs - that many remain today (Figure 1).
Whether any have been disposed of since purchase is not known. The collection
consists of 30 highback chairs and 50 lowback, with some of the highback having been
cut down to match the lowbacks, apparently because members complained about their
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height obscuring their view!
Visitors to the Guild have been told in the
past that only some of the ladderback
chairs in the Hall are by Clissett, the rest
supposedly by Ernest Gimson (see below).
This is compounded by two separate
statements that have appeared on the Art
Workers Guild website:
…rush-seated chairs to a pattern originally made in
Herefordshire in the 1880s by Philip Clissett, and
afterwards copied by Ernest Gimson and his
25
successors.
Figure 6. The hall at Barnards Inn, 1893, with
recently acquired ladderback armchairs.

…ladder-backed, rush seated Clissett chairs, based
26
on a design by Ernest Gimson.

Neither of which is very clear about
Clissett’s involvement in making, or
MacLaren’s involvement in design, and the suggestion that the design is Gimson’s, or
that Gimson made them, is clearly wrong. All of the armchairs belonging to the Art
Workers Guild have now been inspected, and they all bear the features of the Clissett
workshop, and would have been made by Clissett himself or one of his two chairmaker
grandsons (or, possibly, by Richard Edwards, another Bosbury chairmaker who may
20
have worked with Clissett in the 1890s). Massée referred to Clissett’s sons, but would
have meant his grandsons. The Art Workers Guild does own half a dozen ladderback
side chairs which are clearly not by Clissett.. Those are a Gimson design, now known as
the Bedales, and they were almost certainly made by Edward Gardiner.

Figure 7. Ernest Gimson and the Barnsley brothers’
workshop at Pinbury, c1895. The pole lathe appears to be
a copy of Clissett's, and parts of Gimson's early
ladderbacks are evident. [Photograph: courtesy of The
Edward Barnsley Educational Trust]]

Figure 8. Page from Edward Gardiner's catalogue
from the 1920s, showing two forms of "The Clissett".
He also produced high-back and other versions.
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Ernest Gimson and Edward Gardiner
Ernest Gimson (1864-1919) was, according to Nikolaus Pevsner, “the greatest of the
27
English artist-craftsmen” He joined the Art Workers Guild in 1891, though he had
been attending meetings there for some time. In February 1888, for instance, he
4
attended a lecture by William Morris on art. Enthused by the chairs he had seen in the
Art Workers Guild meeting room, Gimson sought out Clissett and stayed with him for
several weeks in 1890 to learn how to make chairs (it’s not really clear how long
4
Gimson spent with Clissett, a few weeks according to Greensted, six weeks according
11
to Griffith; neither says where they got their information from). He then designed and
made his own rush-seated ladderback chairs at his workshop in Pinbury (Figure 7).
Eventually, he gave up making them himself; according to Edward Gardiner, he was
never very good at it.1 From about 1904, Gimson employed Gardiner to make rushseated chairs to his own designs, then went into partnership with him.6 Gardiner was
essentially self-taught, apparently learning little from Gimson about chairmaking. For
instance, Gimson had only the vaguest idea how a seat might be rushed, and Gardiner
had to work it out for himself. In addition, Gardiner didn’t get on with Gimson’s pole
lathe and, in the end, used seasoned, sawn and glued timber and a mechanical lathe,
contrasting with Clissett’s hand-split, green-wood approach.
Judging by Gardiner’s account, Gimson had great respect for Clissett, and was clearly
impressed with how quickly he worked, and how finely his chairs were rushed. All this
to produce chairs that sold for very little, but singing all the while.
Gardiner made chairs for Gimson until the outbreak of war in 1914. Gimson died in
1919, but Gardiner started making chairs again on his own account in the early 1920s,
using Gimson’s designs. One of the chairs he produced was known as “The Clissett”,
and this so closely resembles the original MacLaren-improved chair made by Clissett
himself that they are frequently mistaken for one another. This wasn’t the only design
based on Clissett’s output; “The Ledbury” side chair was a close copy of his simplest
spindleback. Gimson’s approach to designing rush-seated chairs seems to have been to
28
adapt existing, possibly vernacular, designs, making very slight changes.
While Gardiner included “The Clissett” in his printed catalogues (Figure 8), there is no
record of this chair being produced during Gimson’s lifetime. Gimson never sent out
catalogues, but would send out photographs to prospective clients, insisting on their
return (he was, according to Gardiner, very jealous of his designs).6 The set of Gimson’s
photographs held by De Montfort University include all Gardiner’s later models
including “The Ledbury”, but not “The Clissett”.29
While Gardiner’s version of “The Clissett” is usually regarded as a Gimson design, there
has been no clear evidence of that – no Gimson photographs and no design drawings.
Recently, however, unsigned and undated drawings have been found amongst Edward
Gardiner’s papers, though whether these are Gimson sketches or Gardiner’s own
drawings is unclear. But we do know from Griffith’s discussions with Gardiner that he
was quite prepared to modify Gimson’s designs to suit customer’s requirements. As
examples, he produced heavily modified versions of “The Clissett” in 1938 for Randall
Wells’ St Wildfrid’s church in Halton (Figure 9), and for Coventry Cathedral (Figure 10).
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Photographic evidence suggests that he also used his version of “The Clissett” as the
30
basis for a child’s high (Figure 11). With this willingness to adapt in mind, it seems
perfectly possible that Gardiner produced “The Clissett” to fulfil a post-war demand
11
when Will Clissett refused to take up chairmaking again.

Figure 9. Edward Gardiner's much-modified version of
"The Clissett" at St Wilfrid's Church, Halton Leeds, for
Randall Well, 1938. [Photograph, "Chemical Engineer",
Creative Commons Licence]

Figure 10. Edward Gardiner's modified version of
"The Clissett" in the undercroft of St Michael's
Cathedral, Coventry, made before 1940.
[Photograph, Rob Orland,
www.historiccoventry.co.uk]

Figure 11. Edward Gardiner assembling the back of a "Clissett" chair, 1938. His version of a "Clissett" child's
high chair can be seen in the background. [Leamington Spa Courier, 17 June 1938]
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Ernest and Sidney Barnsley
The Barnsley brothers worked with Ernest Gimson at Pinbury and Sapperton and must
have been aware of Clissett’s work through him. They would also have known the
chairs at the Art Workers Guild. Sidney Barnsley (1865-1926) was a member from 1892,
and Ernest (1863-1926) from 1906.

Figure 12. Sidney Barnsley's cottage at Pinbury in the late
1890s. A Clissett ladderback stands in the foreground to
the right. [ Photograph, Cheltenham Museum & Art
Gallery]

Figure 14. Ernest Barnsley's house at Sapperton, about
1904. A low-back Clissett armchair stands towards the
right-hand back corner. [Photograph, Cheltenham
Museum & Art Gallery]

Figure 13. Sidney Barnsley's living room at Sapperton,
1904. A Clissett ladderback stands against the back
wall. [Photograph, Cheltenham Museum & Art Gallery]

Figure 15. Drawing of Ernest Barnsley's chair, now in
31
The Wilson, Cheltenham, drawn by Freda Derrick.

Clissett “improved” highback armchairs can be seen in photographs of Sydney
Barnsley’s cottage at Pinbury in the late 1890s, and his house at Sapperton in 1904
(Figure 12, Figure 13). A lowback armchair is evident in Ernest Barnsley house at
Sapperton in the same year (Figure 14). These chairs pre-date Gardiners involvement in
chairmaking and, as far as they can be discerned, have the characteristics of Clissett’s
work,so are highly likely to be by him. Ernest Barnsley owned at least one other, a
highback armchair which was bought by the illustrator Freda Derrick at the sale of the
effects of Barnsley’s widow in 1952 (Figure 15). This chair is now in the Cheltenham
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Art Gallery and Museum, and is definitely by Clissett. Derrick had shown an earlier
interest in Clissett, having written his story, very inaccurately (even getting his given
32
name wrong), in 1945.
Geoffrey Lupton
Geoffrey Lupton was a pupil of Ernest Gimson who spent time at Daneway and, later,
4
was heavily involved in the construction of Bedales School Library to Gimson’s design.
Lupton owned chairs made by Will Clissett (Philip’s grandson who ran the business
from around 1906) which he lent for display at the House and Home Exhibition in 1911
(See below). When Theodore Grubb left Bedales in 1908, Lupton arranged the purchase
of his leaving gift, comprising a set of fire irons purchased from Gimson, a wroughtiron coal box from the Birmingham Guild of Handicraft, and six rush-seated armchairs
from Will Clissett.33 The chairs cost seven shillings and sixpence each, which suggests
(from the limited information available) that they were low-back chairs.

Figure 16. A low-back Clissett drawn
by W.R. Lethaby, who would have
been familiar with them as a founder
member of the Art Workers Guild.

Norman Jewson
Norman Jewson (1884-1975) was an architect who joined Gimson and the Barnsleys at
Sapperton in 1907, and lived alongside them at Bachelor's Court. He was a member of
the Art Workers Guild from 1918. Amongst many other works, he supervised the
completion of Rodmarton Manor after Ernest Barnsley's death, and restored Owlpen
Manor – both houses with important Arts & Crafts connections.
While there is no evidence that Jewson owned chairs by Clissett during Clissett’s
lifetime, a photograph taken in the Jewson family home in the mid-1980s suggests he
34
obtained one at some point. The high back armchair appears to be by Clissett, having
the right type of finials.
W.R. Lethaby
Lethaby was an architect and founding member of the Art Workers Guild. He was an
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Honourary Member from 1916 until his death in 1931. He would have been very
familiar with Clissett's chairs. He used the Clissett three-rung ladderback armchair as
35
the sole illustration for a 1920 Dryad leaflet on house painting and furnishing,
portraying it as an example of an item “made for service rather than for show” - i.e.
practical design without unnecessary ornamentation (Figure 16). Elsewhere he referred
to Clissett’s chairs as “comfortable tall-backed things … strong, light, shapely and
36
entirely right”, though it is clear that he considers them to be a traditional design – by
the 1920s, MacLaren’s role had essentially been forgotten, even by a founder of the Art
Workers Guild!
Kenton & Co
According to one of his obituaries, Clissett’s chairs were exhibited in London “on
numerous occasions”.37 Evidence for this is difficult to find; his work is not listed, for
instance, in any catalogue of the exhibitions held by the Arts & Crafts Exhibition
Society between 1888 and 1912, though chairs by Ernest Gimson and Edward Gardiner
frequently are. It is thought, however, that Gimson “included Clissett’s chairs in the
Kenton and Company exhibitions in 1891”.1 One further instance of an exhibition
showing Clissett’s chairs is known (see below, the House and Home Exhibition, 1911).

Figure 17. Chair by Philip Clissett in the Kenton & Co exhibition at Barnards Inn, 1891. The
Kenton & Co photographs are the earliest known images of Clissett's famous ladderback.
[Photograph, V&A]
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Kenton & Co was a short-lived company was formed by a group of Arts & Crafts
architects and designers, including Lethaby, Gimson, and Sidney Barnsley. The firm
4
held two exhibitions, in July and December 1891 at Barnard’s Inn. Photographs of the
38,4
exhibition include ladderback chairs “and it seems likely that these are by Clissett
1
because they are very different from the examples known to be by Gimson”.
Examination of these photographs, coupled with the date, leave little doubt that they
are, indeed, by Clissett.
But were Clissett’s chairs included in the exhibition by Gimson, as has been suggested?
Care is needed on this point. Clissett’s chairs were permanent furniture in Barnard’s
Inn at that time, as this was where the Art Workers Guild held its meetings (see above).
But their presence in the exhibition room is undeniable, and they may well have
aroused interest resulting in business for Clissett. Gimson did, apparently, exhibit
“kitchen chairs” in the Kenton & Co exhibition, priced at £10 for six.39 Could these have
been Clissett’s? If so, then they were priced at more than three times Clissett’s normal
price.

Figure 18. George Frampton's studio,
1902. His Clissett chair is prominent in
the centre of the photograph.

Figure 19. Frampton's new studio, 1910. The Clissett chair can
just be seen behind the leftmost bust.

George Frampton
The sculptor Sir George Frampton (1860-1928) was a member of the Art Workers Guild
from 1887, a committee member from 1893 to 1895, and Master in 1902. He is probably
best known for the statue of Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens, London. A 1902
photograph shows him in his studio – and in the centre of this image is one of Clissett’s
lowback armchairs (Figure 18). In about 1910, Frampton moved into a new house which
featured in an article in The Studio in that same year;40 many of the rooms were
illustrated, including his new studio (Figure 19). A similar chair by Clissett, no doubt
the same one, can be seen just to the right of the stove.
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Emery Walker
The engraver, photographer and printer Emery Walker (1851-1933) was a member of
the Art Workers Guild from 1887, a committee member 1890-02 and 1901-03, and
Master in 1904. His house at 7 Hammersmith Terrace, London is now a museum,
preserved as the most complete original Arts & Crafts furnishing known today. A
Clissett high back armchair can be seen in period photographs of the interior (Figure
41
20), as well as in recent photographs of the museum. There is no doubt that this is a
Clissett-made chair.

Figure 20. Clissett chair in Emery
Walker's house, c1903. [Photograph,
Cheltenham Museum & Art Gallery]

Figure 21. Sir Edward Burne-Jones' studio in 1901. The most
central chair facing forward is a Clissett.

Sir Edward Burne-Jones
The artist Edward Coley Burne-Jones (1839-1898) was a member of the Art Worker's
Guild from 1891 to 1893, and became an Honorary Member. A photograph of his garden
42
studio, taken in 1901 (after his death), shows a three-rung armchair that can only be
by Clissett (Figure 21). While the quality of the photograph is poor, there is little doubt
that this chair is by Clissett. It is too early to be by Gardiner.
Sir Philip Burne-Jones
Philip Burne-Jones (1861-1926), son of Edward, was also an artist, and inherited the
baronetcy on his father’s death. He painted a series of portraits called “Great Men at
Work” which was exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1910, and included studies of his
father, and his cousin Rudyard Kipling. The series also included a portrait of the artist
Sir Edward Poynter shown sitting at an easel (Figure 22, Figure 23); this is now in the
43
National Portrait Gallery. The portrait was apparently painted in Burne-Jones’ own
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house, so the chair in the painting – a low back Clissett side chair – presumably
belonged to him.

st

Figure 23. Detail from Figure 21 showing back of
chair, finials and slat shape.

Figure 22. Sir Edward John Poynter, 1 Bart, by Sir
nd
Philip Burne-Jones, 2 Bart, Oil on canvas,
1909.[National Portrait Gallery]

Raymond Unwin and Barry Parker
The architectural partners Unwin and Parker are probably best-known for their work at
the garden city of Letchworth. Their commissions, however, can be found all round
Britain, and they undertook interior design as well as designs for entire houses. As far
as is known, they never acknowledged the use of Clissett’s chairs, but they are obvious
in many photographs of their commissions (and, in Unwin's case, in his own home - see
below).
Parker wrote, in 1911, about a house in Belfast that he had been asked to decorate and
44
furnish. The accompanying photographs clearly show Clissett armchairs and side
chairs in the drawing and morning rooms (Figure 24). The rooms are used to illustrate
three tests that Parker says should be applied to any item to be included in a room or
house. The first two arise from William Morris' statement: “Have nothing in your
rooms that you do not either know to be useful or believe to be beautiful.” So, according
to Parker, when considering an item: “First we must probe down to the motive for its
existence or our use of it; next we must enquire whether it bears the evidences of our
own or another’s pleasure in its production…” His third test was to be applied to
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Figure 24. Clissett's chairs used by Barry Parker and
Raymond Unwin in the drawing room of a house in
Belfast, before 1911. They were also used in the
morning room.

Figure 25. The dining room of "The Homestead", Nr
Chesterfield, by Parker & Unwin (before 1910) for
Edward Woodhead, with Clissett's chairs to the right. A
Clissett high-back armchair was used in the bedroom.

Figure 26. The hall at the Goodfellow house, Nr
Stoke-on-Trent by Parker & Unwin (before 1910)
with a Clissett ladderback placed centrally. Others
were used in the living and dining rooms.

Figure 27. The dining room at 105 Hamilton Road,
Motherwell by Parker & Unwin, before 1910.

Figure 28. The living room in Stanley and Signe
Parker's house, Letchworth by Parker & Unwin,
c1910. Clissett's chairs were also used in the studio.

Figure 29. The hall at "Letchworth", Horsted Keynes,
Sussex, by Parker & Unwin before 1911.
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Figure 30. The living room at Cashio Lane,
Letchworth by Parker & Unwin, before 1911.

Figure 31. The living room at "Laneside", Letchworth by
Parker & Unwin, before 1906. This was Raymond
Unwin's house at the time the photograph was made.

anything claiming to be decorative, and arises directly from Owen Jones' timehonoured maxim: “Ornament construction; do not construct ornament.” The inclusion
of Clissett’s chairs in these rooms suggests strongly that they passed all three tests, at
least in Parker's view.
Other houses where Unwin and Parker appear to have used Clissett's chairs include:
• The Homestead, Ashgate Nr Chesterfield, Derbys for Mr Edward Woodhead
45
(Figure 25).
• A house for Mr C.F. Goodfellow at Northwood Lane, Clayton, Nr Stoke-on-Trent
(Figure 26).46 This is the house that would eventually become Clarice Cliff's
home with at least two Clissett armchairs retained.47
48
• “A doctor’s house” 105 Hamilton Road, Motherwell, Lanarkshire (Figure 27).
49
• Stanley & Signe Parker's House, 102 Wilbury Road, Letchworth (Figure 28).
Stanley was Barry Parker's brother.
• “Letchworth”, Horsted Keynes, Sussex (Figure 29). 50
51
• Cashio Lane, Letchworth (Figure 30).
50
• Laneside, Letchworth (Figure 31). This was Raymond Unwin's home for a short
while, and the chairs belonged to him (see below).
Although the Clissett ladderback is a frequent motif in Parker & Unwin's designs,
Parker never mentions them in his series of articles. He does, however, make some
extraordinary claims for design and manufacture of the furniture in some of these
houses, that not only give the impression that he was involved in the design of these
chairs, but also that his brother made them in at least one case. With regard to the
Chesterfield house he stated “I was permitted to design all the furniture throughout the
house...” At the Clayton house, “... we were privileged to design everything in the
house.” At the Belfast house, the photographs are captioned “Decoration and Furniture
Designed by Barry Parker & Raymond Unwin. He says in respect of Laneside and other
houses, “... they furnish examples of houses which prove that simple furnishing may be
done less expensively by having furniture designed with and for the house”, implying
again that the practice designed the furniture. We might generously suppose that, when
Parker referred to designing the furniture he simply meant that he selected appropriate
items.
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Notwithstanding our generosity, when discussing his brother's house at Letchworth,
Parker tells us that Stanley Parker “also executed the furniture and fittings for his own
house with his own hands”, though the chairs are clearly identical to those in all the
other houses mentioned above. Given that it is possible to connect Parker & Unwin's
practice to Clissett's workshop through the architect Wilson Bidwell (see below), it is
difficult to know what to make of these claims.
Unwin also used Clissett’s chairs in his own home, “Laneside” in Letchworth (Figure
31). The side chairs are easily identifiable as Clissett's by the ball-turned feet, amongst
other features. Unwin lived at “Laneside” until 1906 when he moved to “Wyldes” in
Hampstead. Clissett's chairs went with him and were used around the dining table, in
the study, and as a fireside chair.52 When a photographic portrait was made of him by
Bassano Ltd in 1932, one image showed Unwin at his desk seated in his Clissett
armchair (Figure 32).53
Wilson Bidwell
Bidwell worked with Unwin & Parker at Bakewell, then moved with them to their
54
Garden City project at Letchworth. With Robert Bennett, Bidwell designed many
houses at Letchworth, both small and large. In the 1930s, their firm designed
55
56
Letchworth Town Hall, and the Art Deco Broadway Cinema.
A promotional booklet issued by First Garden City Ltd about seven years after the start
of building at Letchworth shows a house in Willian Way designed by Bennett &
Bidwell. This is one of only three interiors illustrated, and several Clissett ladderbacks
are evident. This is almost certainly No 7, built as Bidwell’s personal home in 1909.
One of only two receipts (Figure 34) known to have survived from the Clissett
workshop records the sale of chairs in 1909 to Wilson Bidwell Esq (by this time, Philip
Clissett was 88 years old, and the business was being run by his grandson, William –
and probably had been for several years). Bidwell bought four high-back side chairs and
two low-back side chairs. These ladderback chairs are still retained in the family, along
57
with others including two arm chairs.
Arnold Smith & Cecil Brewer
Architect Cecil Claude Brewer was a member of the Art Workers Guild from 1901, and
a committee member 1906-07. His partner, Arnold Dunbar Smith did not join the Art
Workers Guild until 1922, and served on the Committee 1926-28.
This partnership appears to have been responsible for a significant London commission
for Clissett. The details are not clear, but the work seems to have come about through
collaboration between the architectural practice, and the furniture designer and
manufacturer Ambrose Heal (Heal and Brewer were cousins, with Brewer designing
Heal’s stand at the Glasgow International Exhibition in 1901, and Smith & Brewer later
designing the well-known Heal’s store in Tottenham Court Road58). When, in February
1898, their Passmore Edwards Settlement building (now known as Mary Ward House)
opened in Tavistock Place, London, it was partly furnished with chairs by Clissett that
59
are believed to have been supplied via Ambrose Heal. Contemporary photographs
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Figure 32. Raymond Unwin by Bassano - seated at one
of his many Clissett ladderbacks. [National Portrait
Gallery NPG no x150292]

Figure 34. Bill of Sale made out to Wilson Bidwell
for six chairs from the Clissett workshop, dated 1909.
Bidwell owned other chairs by Clissett. [Butcher Row
House Museum, Ledbury]

Figure 33. Interior of a house in Willian Way,
Letchworth, almost certainly the home of Wilson
Bidwell.

Figure 35. Clissett armchair in the waiting room at
the Passmore Edwards Settlement, Tavistock Place,
London.
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Figure 37. A Clissett side chair in a house on
Hitchin Road, Letchworth, designed by Smith &
Brewer.

Figure 36. The library at the Passmore Edwards
Settlement, 1899. The side chairs are not by Clissett.

Figure 38. Cecil Hignett's house in Croft Lane,
Letchworth, with Clissett laddeback to the left beyond
the dresser.

Figure 40. The chair from Figure 38 as offered for sale
in 2003. (Photograph courtesy of Bonhams).

Figure 39. Photograph of unknown date taken in
theMackintosh-designed drawing room of
Dunglass Castle. It’s not clear who the sitter is.
(Photograph courtesy of Bonhams)

Figure 41. Clissett ladderback at the offices of the
Society for the Preservation of Ancient Buildings.
(Photograph, Amber Ormerod).
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show numerous ladderback chairs throughout the building, in the dining, waiting room
60
(Figure 35), library (Figure 36), and private apartments. Two chairs from the
Settlement are now held by the Victoria and Albert Museum. Examination of these
indicates that, while the armchair is clearly by Clissett (though the arms have been
replaced), the five-rung side chair is not. The manufacturer of the side chair is not
known. It is of much heavier construction that Clissett's work, is secured with metal
pins throughout, and lacks the typical ball feet of Clissett's side chairs. The side chairs
in the library (Figure 36) are clearly not by Clissett.
A further building designed by Smith & Brewer, a house in Hitchin Road, Letchworth,
also contained at least one chair by Clissett.61 This three-rung ladderback side chair has
clear Clissett characteristics, including the typical ball foot and pointed finial (Figure
37).
Cecil Hignett
Cecil Hignett (1879-1960) was another Letchworth architect who worked as an assistant
to Parker & Unwin, then set up his own practice.62,63 He produced domestic and
industrial designs including “Three Gables” at 12 Croft Lane, Letchworth, his own
house which apparently received wide publicity. His most well known building is
probably the Spirella Building, Bridge Road, Letchworth.
One published photograph of the interior of “Three Gables” includes a high-back
61
ladderback identical to Clissett’s, though the photograph isn’t quite good enough to
be definitive (Figure 38). Publication date is 1913, and the house was built in 1907.
Given the dates and the popularity of Clissett’s work amongst Letchworth architects, it
would be surprising if it wasn’t his.
Charles Rennie Mackintosh
Ladderback chairs identical to Philip Clissett's output were mis-identified in the 1970s
64
as early designs by Charles Rennie Mackintosh. These included a bedroom chair
which had belonged to artist David Gauld (one of the Glasgow Boys), and is now in the
Hunterian Museum (accession no GLAHA 52692). Doubts about the attribution were
65
raised by the mid-1980s, and an improved attribution made by 2010 as a “Clisset” chair
66
of the type made by Philip Clissett. Judging by the photograph of the Gauld chair, it
does appear to have been made by Clissett. The bedroom suite it was stained to match
was designed in about 1893, and the chair could well date from then. Clissett's chairs
have been sold as Mackintosh designs, and are still offered as such occasionally.
In addition to the Gauld chair, there is evidence of Clissett’s ladderback chairs having
been used at two other locations where Mackintosh had influence over the furnishings:
• A high back armchair photographed in the drawing room of Dunglass Castle
(Figure 39, Figure 40), the family home of Mackintosh’s wife, refurbished by
67
Mackintosh in 1900. This chair came up for sale in 2003, and is definitely by
Clissett.
• A high back side chair photographed in the nursery at Windyhill, Kilmacolm, a
house designed by Mackintosh for the Glasgow broker William Davidson, and
completed in 1901.68
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Trade with Glasgow was significant enough to have been remembered by Will Clissett
11
(Philip's chairmaker grandson) in the mid-1950s, and it seems certain that the
Mackintosh-associated ladderbacks did come from the Clissett workshop. Whether
Mackintosh actually specified their use (we can imagine their tall elegance appealing to
Mackintosh's eye) is open to speculation, though it is known that he was aware of, and
69
admired, MacLaren. It remains a possibility, however, that the chairs were obtained
entirely independently of Mackintosh, and that their presence in these three situations
is a coincidence, merely illustrating further the popularity of Clissett’s chairs at that
time.
The Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings (SPAB)
SPAB was founded in 1877 by William Morris, and became an important forum,
increasingly and not surprisingly for architects.70 Ernest Gimson was heavily involved
in SPAB, but there are many other candidates who may have introduced or given the
pair of high back Clissett-made armchairs that are in the Society’s office in Spital
Square, London (Figure 41). Unfortunately, it’s not known how long they have been in
SPAB ownership and, indeed, even the maker of these chairs was not known until
recently (this was only revealed because of interaction between this author’s research
and Amber Ormerod, a student on the London Metropolitan University furniture
restoration degree course, who’d been asked to investigate the chairs).
Charles Canning Winmill
Charles Winmill (1865-1945) was an architect who worked for London County Council
from 1892 until his retirement. He was a member of the Art Worker's Guild from 1917.
A photograph of his dining room, taken about 1928, shows a high back armchair that
1
appears to be by Clissett, though it has been attributed to Gimson. There is no
evidence that Winmill obtained this chair during Clissett’s lifetime, and he is known to
6
have bought chairs from Edward Gardiner.
Randall Wells
Albert Randall Wells (1877-1942) was an architect, craftsman and inventor. He worked
with W.R. Lethaby at All Saints Church, Brockhampton, Herefordshire in 1901-02. In
1903, he visited Philip Clissett's workshop with his friend Alfred Powell (see below).
Although not a member himself of the Art Workers Guild, many of his associates were,
including Lethaby, Powell, and Detmar Blow.71 He also designed houses at Letchworth
(see above Parker & Unwin and Smith & Dunbar), including one for an Art Workers
Guild member, the sculptor Onslow Whiting.72
One of Randall Wells’ last commissions was St Wilfrid's church at Halton, Leeds (193537), 400 chairs in all (Figure 9).11
Alfred Powell
Alfred Hoare Powell was an architect and potter who was significant associate of
Gimson and the Barnsleys at Sapperton. In June 1903, Powell wrote to his sister about a
visit to Kempley, Hereford and Ledbury in the company of Randall Wells:
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Friday I went to Ledbury with him and on to Stanley Hill to see Clissett, the old chairmaker (87
years old) and found him busy at work and such a dear old man. He gave us quite a glimpse of
what the old aristocratic poor used to be. A quiet, homely, hospitable old fellow and so kind
71
looking and ready to talk about his work and show me how to do it.

Powell would have been fascinated to learn from Clissett as he had already set up his
73
own pole lathe, and practiced turning at Pinbury alongside Ernest Gimson.
Powell was a member of the Art Workers Guild from 1916, and served on the
Committee from 1918 to 1920.
Maxwell Balfour
Maxwell Balfour (1874-1914) was an artist who had been a contemporary of Augustus
John at the Slade Art School – Balfour won first prize in the Slade's Summer
Compositions, an honour which went to Johns in the following year.74 Balfour visited
Philip Clissett at about the same time, and drew him in his workshop in the act of
rushing a small side chair. The resulting lithograph was published in 1898 in a
prestigious arts quarterly (Figure 42).75
Balfour was not a member of the Art Workers Guild, but had a connection to the Arts
and Crafts Movement (and the Art Workers Guild) though his friend Lionel Curtis who
was, in turn, a friend of the architect and craftsman designer C.R. Ashbee. In 1898,
about the time of Balfour's visit to Clissett, Ashbee restored a pair of urban cottages at
76
the end of Cheyne Walk in London for Curtis and Balfour to live in. Ashbee was a
member of the Art Workers Guild from 1897, a committee member during 1927-28, and
Master in 1929. It seems likely that Balfour learnt about Clissett through Ashbee.
House and Home Exhibition
The House and Home Exhibition of 1911 was held at the Whitechapel Art Gallery from
st
th
31 May until 9 July (Figure 43). It was mounted by a committee that included such
well known names as Brewer, Gimson, Heal, Lethaby, and Baillie-Scott. Chairs by W.P.
Clissett (lent by Geoffrey Lupton, see above) were exhibited alongside work by Gimson.
77
Lethaby, Heals, and many other well known names. Philip Clissett was ninety-four by
this time, and his grandson William was running the business.
Heals
Sir Ambrose Heal was a furniture designer and businessman, and was a member of the
Art Workers Guild from 1911. In a letter in the Cheltenham Museum archive, Heal
revealed that visiting the Clissett workshop was one of his most vivid memories.59
Later, he arranged the purchase of Clissett’s ladderbacks for use in the Passmore
Edwards Settlement in London, as discussed above. Heal’s are supposed to have stocked
Clissett’s work,1 but no evidence of a trading relationship has been found.59 This story
probably derives from notes in the Cheltenham Museum archive of a conversation
between Norman Jewson and John Gregory where Jewson remarked that Gimson
disapproved of Heal “because he bought chairs which Clissett did for 8/6 and sold them
for £1 1s 0d”. A similar story was related by Freda Derrick: “I have been told… that a
well-known London firm bought his entire output, which they were accustomed to sell
32
at more than twice Clissett’s original price”. Heal’s did sell a Clissett copy (easily
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Figure 42. Philip Clissett, drawn by Maxwell Balfour
1896.

Figure 43. Catalogue for the 1911 House & Home
Exhibition featuring chairs by the Clissett
workshop.

Figure 44. Ladderback chairs based on Clissett's chairs
from the Heal's catalogue 1907. [Courtesy of Oliver Heal]

Figure 46. A Morris & Co catalogue from the 1900s
showing ladderback chairs to the lower left that
appear to be based on Clissett's chairs. (Image courtesy
of the William Morris Gallery, Walthamstow)

Figure 45. Ladderback chairs based on Clissett’s
chairs, in the catalogue of William Birch of High
Wycombe, 1920s.

Figure 47. One of many chairs from unknown
manufacturers clearly modelled on Clissett's
ladderback.

distinguishable, see below) from about 1900 until at least 1920, but there is no evidence
59
of Heal profiteering from Clissett directly.
The Heal’s version of Clissett’s chair is quite similar to the original except for the
turning at the top of the front leg, and the addition of edge-strips to the seat (Figure 44).
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The general construction is heavier, and the timber is oak (and possibly beech). The use
of small ball feet to the front legs links these chairs very strongly to Clissett's
ladderback side chairs, though the shape of the turning is less subtle. These chairs were
59
made by Barlett’s of High Wycombe in fumed oak. They are sometimes mistakenly
described as by Clissett or by Gimson.
William Birch of High Wycombe
William Birch's catalogue shows a range of chairs that must have been based on the
Clissett-MacLaren chair, with their similar ladder backs and rush seats (Figure 45). The
Birch design uses back legs in the North-West England style (squared from the seat
downwards; this feature also appears in some versions of the Morris & Co chair), and
adds ovoid feet to the front, but there is no mistaking the similarities. These chairs were
made in beech or oak rather than ash. While it’s not clear whether these were
contemporary copies (they were certainly in the Birch catalogues for 1922 and 1925),
they are quite likely to have been made to compete with the various other copies, e.g.
by Heal’s.
Morris & Co
The Sussex range of rush-seated chairs is a well-known product of Morris & Co, but the
firm produced other ranges of rush-seated chairs. One of these, a rush-seated 3-rung
ladderback armchair, takes its basic form from the lowback Clissett-MacLaren three78
rung armchairs at the Art Worker's Guild (Figure 46). A side chair was also produced.
79
These chairs were made in High Wycombe by Glenisters; dates are uncertain, but the
catalogue illustrated is around 1912. Glenisters costed the armchair at 8s 8d to make,
nearly 16% higher than Clissett’s price direct to customer.
Other manufacturers
A wide variety of Clissett-style chairs were produced by factories in the early part of
th
the 20 century, to judge by the number still available in the antique and junk trades.
Some are obvious copies, with similar slats and other style details (Figure 47), though
sometimes back legs are sawn square rather than turned. Others are clearly inspired by
the general look and proportions of these light, open frame chairs. Liberty’s, for
instance, produced a series of framed armchairs at the turn of the century that mimic
the tapered underarm turning, double front stretchers and rush seat of Clissett’s chair,
but with different slats, or different backs altogether80.
Conclusion
While there was never any reason to doubt MacColl’s assertion that MacLaren’s design
and Clissett’s workmanship were enthusiastically taken up by those who saw them at
the Art Workers Guild, we now have some real evidence of that happening. Indeed,
they seem to have been used extensively by some of the designers of the day,
suggesting they were regarded as the height of good taste. While there are a surprising
number of photographs featuring Clissett’s chairs, relying largely on photographic
evidence to inform us about the popularity of Clissett’s chairs will undoubtedly have
underestimated their impact.
While it has proved relatively easy to find early photographs featuring Clissett-made
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ladderbacks (ie before 1914 when the Clissett workshop closed), the same cannot be
said of Edward Gardiner’s version of the design; no examples have been found to date.
In at least one case (the Parker & Unwin house in Cashio Lane), a chair by Clissett was
used in one room, and two separate designs by Gimson in another. One possible
conclusion is that, while the Clissett workshop was still operating, discerning buyers
would purchase his chairs in preference to copies. Both the Clissett and the Gardiner
workshops closed because of the Great War and, as only Gardiner continued work after
the war, it seems likely that his chairs might start to be found in contemporary
photographs during the 1920s and ‘30s; a hypothesis that requires testing.
The two big surprises arising from the present survey have been the possible link to
Mackintosh, and the extent of use of Clissett’s chairs in Letchworth Garden City, in
particular by Parker and Unwin and their acolytes. Neither Parker nor Unwin were
involved in the Art Workers Guild, but Guild members or others familiar with Clissett’s
work, such as F.W. Troup, H.M. Fletcher, Halsey Ricardo and Randall Wells, were also
involved in the First Garden City,81 so there were plenty of opportunities for the
interest in Clissett to spread. This wave of interest in Clissett’s chairs emanating from
Letchworth suggests that they may well have been “the chair of choice for the Garden
City home”.
Those designers who wanted to experience the simple country workshop – the model
that the Arts & Crafts Movement aspired to – visited Clissett at his home in Bosbury.
Although the old chairmaker took on two of his grandsons towards the end of the 1890s
(when he was into his eighties), they clearly couldn’t satisfy demand for the type of
chairs they were producing. So similar rush-seated ladderback chairs began to be
produced by the High Wycombe factories, and these were retailed by high-end
showrooms in London and, presumably, elsewhere. Whether this is a case of jumping
on the bandwagon, or some sort of homage, isn’t clear. Whatever the case, it seems that
a householder could obtain a Clissett-style chair at almost any price point, with some
being much more expensive than an original!
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